FORm_office™
WORKTOP EXTENSIONS

WORKTOP EXTENSIONS

Through the use of worktop extensions - supported off the primary
bench work surfaces - clients can expand their space planning
options beyond simple linear benching. Whether cantilevered off the
ends of bench runs or supported by table legs, FORm_office worktop
extensions are easily specified and installed on day one or day two.
Clever cable management options are available when required, as are
privacy and modesty features.
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END EXTENSIONS

End extension work surfaces are available at the end of desk clusters to provide additional desk positions or a collaborative teaming
space. Work surfaces are cantilevered off of the main bench frame and free of any leg supports. Cable management and delivery to the
main cluster raceway and convenience power can be specified flush mounted into the surface.
Standard available depths are 20” and 24”, limited to 60” widths with 3 mm nosing.
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TOP LEFT: Detail of desktop power, data
and cable routing on end extensions.
TOP RIGHT: Profile of cantilever support
for end extensions. BOTTOM: Plan view
of benching cluster with end extensions.
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RETURN EXTENSIONS

Return extension work surfaces are braced to the primary work surfaces on the main bench. They are also
supported by the FORm_office desk leg 1.5” x 1.5” Parsons Concept desk frame. Cable management and
delivery to the main cluster raceway and convenience power can be specified flush mounted into the surface.
Note, the polyurethane edgebanding is only applied to the side facing the user.
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TOP LEFT: Detail of return extension table leg support. BOTTOM LEFT: Return extension
meeting the primary work surface. RIGHT: Example of side privacy panel atop return
extensions.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
STANDARD DEPTHS: 		

18” or 24”

STANDARD WIDTHS: 		

24” to 48” in 6” increments

SURFACE THICKNESS:

1”

EDGE PROFILE OPTIONS:

3mm edgeband, cast polyurethane, 5mm hardwood edgeband
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TOP: Example of return extension
privacy/modesty panel (fabric
on back, whiteboard on front)
BOTTOM: Return extensions
supported by the Parsons frame
with storage pedestals below.
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OUR STORY

CONTACT

Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide.

37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com
www.innovant.com

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements.
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration
over time as new features are introduced.

SUSTAINABILITY
Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy.
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further
configured to maximize LEED points.
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Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant
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